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When you go to a yoga class and attempt to do a forward bend, you are likely to hear: “Bend 
from the hips!” What does it mean exactly? And is it really the best way to get there? 

Last week we’ve established that our main intention, when it comes to forward bends, is to 
stretch the lower back. Unfortunately, the way we GO INTO the forward bend and COME OUT of 
it can mess up our plans. Here is why. 

Going in 

When we go into the forward bend, we basically have three options: “swan dive,”neutral spine, 
and “nose dive.” All of these refer to the positioning of our lower backs. 

 
The request to “bend from the hips” usually refers to the “swan dive” option. It means that 
instead of bending from the waist (like you do in a “nose dive”), you choose to lead the 
movement with your pelvis, tipping it forward first and then following it with the rest of the 
upper body. The problem is that if your lower back has a tendency to overarch, it will do it 
here, creating a deep curve that is not supported. As a result you are risking posterior disk 
compression (oversqueezing your lumbar disks at the back) and creating lower back tension, 
both because of the excessive lumbar arch. This is more common in extra bendy yoga 
practitioners, and those who have a lot of mobility in the movement of their pelvis. 

If instead you take a “nose dive”, bending from the waist and curling your upper body down 
first, before your pelvis, you end up reversing your natural lumbar curve and putting extra load 
on the front portion of your lumbar disks and the lower back muscles. This way you are risking 
anterior disk compression (oversqueezing your lumbar disks at the front) and straining your 
lower back muscles from pulling on them too hard. This movement pattern is especially 
common in new inexperienced students. 
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The secret here lies in controlling the relationship between your pelvis and your lumbar spine. 
We do not want the pelvis to lead the way OR get left behind. Instead, we begin to bend forward 
with the pelvis and the upper body moving together as a unit. To make that happen, we need to 
keep the knees soft (4), so that the hamstrings do not get in the way, and progressively contract 
the abdomen (1), so that we create support for the lower back and control the position of the 
pelvis. When you do it this way, you end up gradually stretching your lower back from the 
beginning of the movement to the very end. The chest remains raised at first (2), and then 
begins to fold down at about half-way. The head remains in line with the spine during the 
entire movement (3). When you do it this way, the abdominal contraction supports your spine 
and your lower back like an invisible hand. 

Coming out 

On the way out of the pose we basically do the same thing in reverse. We lead with the chest 
first returning into the neutral spine at about halfway up, and then move the upper body and 
pelvis together to return into standing. If you decide to roll up instead, you will be risking 
anterior disk compression once again, but this time with an added pressure of moving against 
gravity (read a detailed exploration of why rolling up is a bad idea). 
Moving in and out of the forward bend before holding the pose is a super useful way to warm 
up the lower back by engaging it (on the way up) and stretching it (on way down). That way we 
are using our usual contract-relax-stretch principle to increase the blood flow to the area and 
then make it more pliable and compliant. After that your lower back will be much more willing 
to hold the pose, and you will get the most out of the stretch. 
Few words about hamstrings 

Keeping your legs straight in most forward bends is not advisable, because of the risk of lower 
back strain, hamstring pull and shear stress on the sacrum. 
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“Working the pose” 

Once we get ourselves into the forward bend, we can do some subtle work to get the most out 
of it. 

 
On the Inhale lift out of the pose slightly and lengthen the spine; on the Exhale gradually 
contract your abdomen and move deeper into the pose, maintaining this newly found length. 

Potential compensation patterns 

In addition to the “swan dive”, “nose dive” and straight legs, we might encounter few other 
issues while attempting forward bends that might strain the student’s body. Here are few 
examples: 

 
1. Collapsing the chest over the belly. Here once again we are risking anterior disk 
compression. In addition, this kind of positioning limits our ability to lengthen the spine and get 
a good stretch along the back of the body. Solution: Bend your knees as much as you need to be 
able to lengthen the torso along the thighs. 
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2. Jutting the chin up, which increases the arch of the cervical spine and stresses the neck. It 
also prevents us from getting a good stretch in the upper back. Solution: Keep your head in line 
with the spine while moving in/out of the forward bend; once in the pose, put your head down. 
 
3. Excessive rotation of the pelvis might seem like a great accomplishment, but unfortunately 
here the practitioner often ends up “collapsing” into the hip joints and forgoes the benefits of 
the forward bend completely. When we consistently tip the pelvis too far forward, over time we 
lose stability in the hip joints and make them prone to injury. Solution: Bend the knees – this will 
prevent the pelvis from rotating forward. The forward bend will not be as deep, but you will get a 
stretch in the lower back. 
 
So there you have it. Forward bends can be very useful for the lower back, as long as we control 
the relationship between the pelvis and the spine when we attempt them. Using progressive 
abdominal contraction protects the spine, supports the lower back and strengthens the core. 
And many things that we’ve come to admire about fancy forward bends, like straight legs and 
deep folds, often do more harm than good by destabilizing the joints and overstretching the 
ligaments. 

 


